Parquet Cleaner

Cleaning agent for all lacquered and oiled parquet floorings

Applications
Floorservice Parquet Cleaner cleans all varnished and oiled parquet or wooden floorings.

Contains
Floorservice Parquet Cleaner is based on polyethylene glycols.

Technical data

Working temperature: 10 – 25°C.
Delution: with water, depending on the amount of dirt 1: 50 to 1:100.
Warm water improves the cleaning result.
Storage: away from frost.

Packing: 1 litre

Instructions for use
Add Floorservice Parquet Cleaner to warm water (100 up to 200 ml to 10 liters). Clean with a damp cloth or mop.

Maintenance of your floor: Floorservice Parquet Polish (varnished floorings), Floorservice Maintenance Oil (oiled floorings).

Important: Especially parquet or laminated floors are not to be wet during a longer period of time. Always pay attention to the instructions of the producer of the floor.

Above product information and recommendations are given in good faith and based on practical tests following long term research and development. We cannot assume responsibility for any work as the ultimate results depend on factors beyond our direct control. In cases of doubt always test the product in advance.
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